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Outline:

1. Status of global markets
2. Short and medium term projections
3. Challenges
4. Conclusions and Looking Ahead
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Provisional 2012=$268 bn;    
down 11% from revised 2011 
figure of $302 bn.
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New investment in RES:  Top 10 countries 2011, 
and growth on 2010 ($bn)



Global Market Overview – Power Markets

 Renewables accounted for nearly 
half of the estimated 208 GW of new 
electric capacity installed in 2011

 Renewable electric power capacity 
worldwide reached 1,360 GW (+8%) 
in 2011

 Renewable energy comprised more 
than 25% of global power 
generation capacity

 20.3% of global electricity was 
produced from renewable energy 

REN
21 Renew

ables 2012 G
lobal Status Report

www.ren21.netwww.ren21.net
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16 yr avg growth: 27.7%

2011 growth: 18.7%
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16 yr avg growth: 26.5%

2012 growth: 10%
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The Energy [R]evolution 2012
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Global Power supply:

2009: 19% Renewables

2020:37% - 2050:94%



Global Power Supply:



Global Heat Supply:

2009: 25% Renewables

2020:35% - 2050:91%



E[R] Transport



Saving the Climate



Investments vs Fuel cost Savings
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Key findings: 

- 2010 and 2011 markets ahead of 
Moderate scenario; 
- 2012-2016 growth updated to reflect 
actual development;
- IEA scenario more positive: 573 GW for 
2020 – was 573 GW for 2030 two years 
ago;
-Reflects increasing credibility of wind 
power with key international bodies;
- Even stronger than predicted growth in 
Asia, mainly in China, but that is 
stabilizing’;
- Key emerging markets: Brazil, Mexico, 
India, South Africa.
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GWEO forecasts vs. real market development
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Climate Imperative

1.7 billion tons/annum
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• An end to the partisan bickering over energy policy in the US which creates the 
destructive boom-bust cycles in that critical market;

• Resolution of grid, certification, transparency and quality issues in China;

• Flushing the free allocations out of the European Emissions Trading System;

• A re-vitalization of the carbon markets – the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development 
Mechanism has more than 100 GW of wind energy projects in the pipeline, but…

• The political courage on the part of at least some governments to tackle the 
subsidies issue in the conventional energy sector;

• Perhaps most importantly, stable, bankable policy in as many national energy 
markets as possible.

How to get back on the high-growth track
Short to medium term
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Perceptions
Challenges (1)
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$96bn 
in wind 
power
(up by 
31%)

Integration/transformation

Challenges (2)
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$96bn 
in wind 
power
(up by 
31%)

- de-risking wind investments to attract (more) 
institutional investments; 

- hydro-fracking, shale gas in the US; artificially 
low gas prices…

- Generally sluggish or negative demand growth in 
most of the OECD;

- How to work with solar PV rather than being 
pitted against them;

Challenges (3)
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$96bn 
in wind 
power
(up by 
31%)

- Having intelligent (and very public) discussions 
about intelligent support for RE against a 
background of massively increasing fossil fuel 
subsidies;

- Having intelligent discussions about the long term 
future of the energy system against a background of 
widespread economic crisis/uncertainty

- How to convince policy makers that protectionist 
measures/trade barriers hurt everyone (including 
their own industry) in the long run.

Challenges (4)
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New Markets

Latin America: Brazil and Mexico, followed by…?

Africa: Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia; now 
Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia. 
South Africa underway.

Asia:               Mongolia, Viet Nam, Thailand, Sri 
Lanka. Japan?
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- Asian market driving global growth – Asia is power hungry
- European market solid for now
- North America uncertain and volatile
- Largest growth markets are India and Brazil
- Downward price pressure continues
- Trade barriers/new protectionism?
- Key emerging markets in Africa and non-C/I Asia
- International commodity price volatility returns/remains a 

problem.

Conclusions 
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2013 will be a tough year, with the single largest variable how 
far the US market will fall, how soon it will recover and what will be 
the trajectory; Canada and Mexico continue to grow.

China, India – modest recovery from ‘off’ 2012 – new markets in 
Asia begin to contribute

Europe – stable, with growth in offshore and eastern markets 
offsetting dire markets in S. europe

Latin America – Brazil plus…?

Africa – market ‘returns’ in Morocco, Tunisia…Egypt? South Africa 
gets underway and Ethiopia continues to lead.

Looking Ahead (1)
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Rate of global growth will slow until and unless:

- new markets fill the ‘gap’ left by lack of growth in OECD, or…

- OECD economy recovers, and/or

- new CO2 related legislation takes effect.

Downward price pressure continues:

- Oversupply and tough economic times mean margins are 
slashed to the bone and competition is fierce;

- ‘Consolidation’ in manufacturing sector seems
inevitable.

Looking Ahead (2)
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A global climate agreement will be fundamental for wind power 
to achieve its maximum potential, but for the short term:

Uncertainty:
- in international political landscape
- in the future of the carbon markets
- in ‘new’ climate-related funds

Focus on national/regional legislation and markets

Market drivers all still in place, and increasingly prominent:
energy security; cost stability; macroeconomic security; 
local economic development and job creation; local  
environment  and climate

Looking Ahead (3)
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Thank you!
For more information:

Steve Sawyer
steve.sawyer@gwec.net


